【Special Edition】

Infusing Soul into Bamboo Swords
The bamboo sword necessary for the kendo is born
after the natural bamboo is processed. Each bamboo
sword has different expression. The craftsman makes
painstaking efforts to produce the safe and solid
bamboo sword, and the user also enjoins cherishing
the bamboo sword on hand when selecting the suitable
bamboo sword. The famous bamboo sword is born by
accident when infusing the soul into the bamboo sword!
The swordsman only hopes to carry his own bamboo
sword. This kind of value has close relationship in kendo
culture or tradition.
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Special Edition
Infusing Soul into Bamboo Sword

Designed and Manufactured by the Boss Himself
The Machine-made Product with Hand-Made Feeling

In the mainland, the bamboo sword made in Suzhou
China has been infused with the conscience of
manager and the outstanding skill of craftsman.

Suzhou Hondar Bamboo Sword Co., Ltd
Hondar Bamboo Sword Co., Ltd was established
in Taiwan in 1966; Suzhou Hondar Bamboo
Sword Co., Ltd was established in 1992. It
engages in the manufacturing of each kind of
bamboo sword and famous for the strict
management, and the output is the most in the
world.

Visiting the Production Location of Suzhou Hondar Bamboo Sword Co., Ltd, A Bamboo Sword Manufacturer.

Though quantities of bamboo swords have been imported from China for a long time,
the social impression is still about the recent gladiatorial articles about products imported
from China. We visited the bamboo sword factory in Suzhou China and felt the existence
of fike really; the solid bamboo sword is born in this way in China based on the conception
of enterprise conscience and technology innovation.

Sir Hsin-Hon Lin
Mr. Hsin-Hon Lin was born in
Taiwan and is 58 years’ old. He
inherited the bamboo sword factory
established at the beginning of
kendo revival after the World War II
from his father, Mr. Mu-Tsang Lin（82 years’ old）.
Now, he is the president of a bamboo sword
company based in Suzhou China.

︼

It takes about 2 hours from Narita to Shanghai. We arrived at Suzhou Hondar Bamboo Sword Co., Ltd
(hereinafter “Hondar”）after 2 hours’ driving from Shanghai Airport. Hondar is located in Suzhou, a
good sightseeing place; while the workshop is located at the suburb with few signs of human habitation
in daytime rather than the sightseeing center.
It was Mr. Hsin-Hon Lin（58 years’ old）, the president who welcomed us. He can speak
Japanese smoothly through self-study. In the self-introduction, he told us that he was born in Taiwan
and rooted here 17 years ago. He had assisted his father, Mr. Mu-Tsang Lin to manage the bamboo
sword manufacturing factory established by his father when he was still in Taiwan, now he isthe second
generation in this industry.
“My father managed a freight company when he was young in fact; while the regular industry was in the
downfall due to the business recession after the war, so that he manufactured the bamboo sword in part
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time” （Mr. Lin）.
There were nearly 40 families manufacturing bamboo sword around the bamboo mountain of Taiwan at
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that time; then it was just regarded as a simple work to assemble 4 split bamboos.
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1) The split bamboos stacked as a hill in the huge
warehouse is transported from Taiwan. The split
bamboos are placed into the container frame by the
weight or the position of bamboo node and waiting for
the metamorphosis into bamboo sword. A container of
split bamboos can be used to make 600 bamboo swords.
2) 3) The both sides of split bamboo taken out from the
container is pared with machine. The width of material
depends on the manufacturing procedure of “side draw”;
the hard work of spilling one by one with knife manually
can be completed with machine soon.
4) The extent of split bamboo is calculated when paring
the both sides; the split bamboos are classified by the
size demanded and delivered to the next operating
location.

I had not thought it was not so easy to manufacture the bamboo
blade into a commodity. It took 2 years to spill the side of bamboo
stably at a right angle.It was watched helplessly that the bamboo
sword workshops around were closed one by one, my father Mr.
Mu-Tsang Lin developed the side draw machine able to pare the
both sides of bamboo based on his research result and increased
the output sharply. Though the machine was simple, my parents
could manufacture nearly 50 bamboo swords per day together with
several masters. Even the Japanese manufacturer regarded the
bamboo sword made by Mr. Mu-Tsang Lin as the precious treasure.
It goes without saying to set foot on this industry for Mr. Lin who
grows up by watching the bamboo sword manufacturing from the
elementary school. After graduation, the industrious Mr. Lin also
assisted his father to manufacture the bamboo sword and made
There are 5 technicians in the machinery
his efforts to the machine development as his father expected,
department for bamboo sword manufacturing,
and this point was also the principal axis of visit.
and all the machines are designed by Mr. Lin.

The Japanese kendo fans most probably think superficially that it is a so simple thing to manufacture
bamboo sword with machine when hearing about the batch production in bamboo sword workshop.
Of course, the completion time is much shorter relative to the manual work of Japanese master.
Though there is the individual difference in the quality, the completion quality of bamboo sword of
Hondar has been improved constantly; though it is manufactured with machine, there is the great
efforts and huge expense behind the system. It is absolutely not what others imaged as “the bamboo
sword manufacturing is such a simple thing”. “The machines now running in the factory are all designed
by me. I still believe there is much space for improvement, and I still draw（design）the picture till the
deep night just in order to focus on the feeling of “hand-made work”, while the machine can only reach
70% of expectation degree at most. The processing of natural bamboo is difficult, and the remaining
details can only be adjusted manually.”
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5) Measuring the weight of split
bamboo drawn in side; classifying
it into the split bamboo for heavy
or light bamboo blade by weight in
order to continue the coming over
10 steps before the completion of
each product.
6) The heating can easy the
7 processing of hard split bamboo.
It can be seen that pieces of
paratactic split bamboos are
extruded out of water from the
front end and then moved to the
next manufacturing procedure. It
is said that this machine is the
fruit completed by Mr. Lin after 2
years’ constant repeated test.
7) The heated split bamboo will
correct the pitch automatically to
be used as the sword. The human
handle is still necessary although
the machine is used; and the split
bamboo can only be discarded if
hearing the sound of crackle in
the bending. The split bamboos
are processed rapidly and carefully
one by one.
8) 4 Finished Split Bamboos. If this
step is not implemented well, there
will be the trouble in the coming
8
steps.
9) The adjustment of extent is also
the work of machine after paring the
both sides of split bamboo. The
adjustment will be completed finely
one by one in the buzz. The shape
of pared split bamboo will be
checked carefully.
10) The grinding of round sharp
angle with grinding knife is made by
hands.
11) The coming is the assembly
step, and the joint surface can also
be polished with grinding knife.
12）The checker will affirm the
completed quantity till this
manufacturing procedure one by one,
and seal on the qualified finished
product.

13）A bamboo can be split into
different sizes of split bamboos.
The size of split bamboos shall
be measured here and then
subdivided properly.
14）The master is selecting the
split bamboos able to be
inosculated and assembled by
the weight, extent and the
position of bamboo node carefully.
The split bamboos just for 20
bamboo swords can be matched
each day by this careful work.
15）The bamboo sword for
shaping will be checked for the
second time, and even a little
error can not be ignored.
16）The coming step is to open
the border. It can be seen that the
master is working skillfully with a
sinker, and this is the unique skill
of master.
17）Let the thread and scissor
alternate to coil the string, and
this is another staring unique skill.
18）The garniture is
manufactured in the spacious
room, and the female workers are
making up the leather of handle.
19）Threading the leather thread
through the leather of bamboo
sword.
20）Assembling the finished
garnitures one by one; the
manager will affirm the operating
condition with check meter in the
patrol.
21）The final check operating will
be implemented with check meter.
22）The check meter is also
designed by Mr. Lin himself
according to the check standard.
The intensity is affirmed by the
value, and only the finished
product confirming to the
security standard can become the
commodity.

Mr. Lin understands deeply that the only manufacturing procedure unable to deliver to machine is to add the hands in order to
achieve the delicate feeling of “hand-made work” based on years of experience. Therefore, the employees of factory are almost
械
approaching 300. It is found that no employee ever has any kendo experience; but they understand well what the propにthey are
manufacturing is, and Mr. Lin himself is still a fan sparing time to a kendojo with about 20 kendo practicers. Mr. Lin will任impart
the kendo to the employees, and he has the feeling to feedback the user demand other than the feeling as a craftsman.
せ
ら
れ
Using Several Check Mechanisms to Manufacture Safe Bamboo Sword
な
い
部
Mr. Lin introduces the manufacturing procedure sequence particularly on the manufacturing site of bamboo sword. The
employees are greeting the visitors from Japan with “hello” hospitably.
The warehouse firstly in the eye is stacked as a hill with the split bamboos having not changed into bamboo sword. All these split
bamboos are transported from Taiwan. Mr. Lin has also visited the bamboo mountain all over the mainland, and he recognizes
that the bamboo produced in Taiwan is most suitable to manufacture the bamboo sword finally. These bamboos are picked from
the remote mountains with the distance of about 10 hours’ driving from the downtown of the nearest city in Taiwan. In general, the
density is higher for the bamboo of cold area, but the warm Taiwan land can also grow the bamboo with high density. As spoken
by Mr. Lin, the density of bamboo is lower in the shallow mountain, while the density of bamboo is higher in the remote mountain,
and the quality is also better. A picked bamboo can be split into 4-7 pieces.
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The waxing on the bordering surface（the part with
angle）of bamboo sword can prevent the creak in the
collision of bamboo swords. The left of picture is the
bamboo without waxing; the middle is the common
waxing situation, and the only disadvantage is the
falling of white powder wax when shaking the bamboo
sword; the right is the semi-finished product with heated
wax. Mr. Lin has obtained the patent of the working
method.
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It is Mr. Sato Kouji of wholesaler Takefuji who are negotiating
with Mr. Lin.

The cut bamboo will be loaded into the container by weight and then transported from Taiwan to the warehouse of Hondar.
There are a great deal of split bamboos storing in the container frame outside of the warehouse besides the split bamboos stacked
as a hill in the warehouse. Mr. Lin said, “those are to be discarded”. The repeated check in the manufacturing procedure is the style
of Hondar; the split bamboo even with only one disqualified place will become the discarded product. The company will not
compromise for the opinion that “such a little disqualified place may be indifferent” in any case, and we can smell out the conscience o
f an enterprise from the strict abidance of rules by checkers.
The credit is still the most important. Therefore, the quality management becomes the absolute condition. 3 check procedures are
placed in the manufacturing procedure, and the badness must be eliminated in some step. If you ask me why we must insist, my
answer is that the objective of factory is to manufacture the 100% perfect product.
In the workshop, several machines to pare the side are set in order to make the split bamboo closer to the extent of bamboo sword.
We see the most surprise machinery performance in the straightening flow in the shaping of bamboo sword. The distortion of split
bamboo is straightened well, and the necessary bending of sword is much difficult because of the stubborn and hard bamboo feature.
The hard split bamboo is begun from heating in order to be processed easily, and the capable machine can process automatically
from the step of warming split bamboo. The heated split bamboo will be delivered automatically to the straight machine with a length
of 4m when arriving at the preset temperature. The bending to left or right and the distortion inside or outside will be straightened in
this step.
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It is said that the moring employee meeting will be held in this cortile each
Monday, and this is Lin’s style to implement the employee education. The
female with pose in the first line is the wife of Mr. Lin, Mrs. Pin Chen.

This machine developed hardly by Mr. Lin is refused to be shot
since it is the business secret.

The finished product of bamboo sword will be
adhered with the SG label（as theabove figure.
This is the authentication logo of Goods Safety
Association. On Sept 2008, the factory of
Hondar passed the strict examination and
obtained the registration and authentication
(as the left figure).

The straightened split bamboo is suffered from the manual
straightening by employee continually. Though a half of working
procedures are processed by machine instead, the classy sword
body shape must depend on the manual work. Mr. Lin calls those
who manufacture this batch of bamboo swords as the “master”.
The straightening to exert the best skill of master is the feeling to
find the straightening fracture. The crackle in the bending of split
bamboo indicates that the split bamboo may be fractured, and the
bamboo sword with straightening fracture is usually easy to
become the reason of fault.

The chap can not be found on the surface for the straightening fracture, and the master may discard the bamboo sword directly if he
has any doubt.
In addition, there are still many other manufacturing procedures to be processed manually, e.g. the grinding operating of grinding
knife, the bordering operating（to bind the sheet metal of split bamboo at the internal side of handle head）and string binding
operating. The work division makes everyone used to the rated operating, and the professional talent can be cultivated in the
manufacturing procedure. It is just the bordering operating or string binding that makes the people acclaim as the peak of perfection.
The product is classified into over 10 categories by the length of weight. In recent, the order of both regular bamboo sword and
customized bamboo sword are increased sharply. The specified unit of specification is 10 or 20 grams, and the bamboo sword made
up from natural material may have the change in difference of 5-15 grams due to the increase of humidity in the raining day, and it is
such a headache to achieve this specified specification. Of course, the craftsman with skill is challenged in dignity when facing
the customized order, while the evolvement of article can not make the price upgrade together, which is also the concern of the
company manager.
The finished product will be shipped after the encasement. The shipment to Japan accounts for more than 50%, and the order from
all over the world other than Korea, Europe and USA is also increased sharply.In addition, the occasion may be different in each
shipment according to the agreement between the wholesaler and retailer, i.e. whether the bamboo shall be adhered with the SG
label. The SG label is the logo of Goods Safety Association, the periphery organization of Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.
The so-called SG is the abbreviation of “safety goods”. After strict internal examination of enterprise, Hondar got the authentication
for “according with the standard of SG and being equipped with the manufacturing capacity of bamboo sword” and was promoted to
be the authenticated factory on Sept 2008.The last check of Hondar is to bring the bamboo sword with affirmed intensity and safety
into the box for shipment with check meter.
The bamboo sword manufactured elaborately by the Japanese professional（master）can satisfy the demand of kendoist. It is well
known that these masters are ever unable to cultivate the top-ranking bamboo sword master due to the influence of cheap bamboo
sword made in other country, but it is hard to image there is the master-level producer like Mr. Lin in other country. Mr. Lin, who insists
on pursuing the “hand-made feeling”, is aimed to manufacture the good bamboo sword of the Japanese master level. This competitive
consciousness is coming from the competitive heart of purely exceeding himself rather than the other competitors.The bamboo sword
is necessary for kendo. In the world of kendo, the safety is the most popular thing to be imagined by people. The producers with
enthusiasm are working hard to manufacture the bamboo sword. In fact, maybe their sound has never been exposed, but the next
outlet can be forecasted absolutely when picking up the soul that they infuse into the bamboo sword. This is the spot of the visiting
report planned to expect us to step into the next outlet.
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